
     

 



 

 

  



              Apostalette Manuel 
This idea is written for Cuban grandmotherly types (experienced females from Cuba) in particular.  Why?  

Because the idea of undamming the world’s rivers causes practically an allergic reaction amongst most humans and 
it takes a special person to be able to enlighten the target females about the idea.  As I’ve noted older people are 
more likely to know the idea as presented by way of their many years of experience.  On a water planet where life is 
dependant upon the water cycle of course the dams on the rivers are the foundation of the problem life is faced with.  
Obviously, the structures are dilapidating into sick buildings laden with disease causing mold, mildew and fungus 
from uncollected rainfall and collecting the rain with a super instead of shedding it with a roof is the solution.  The 
flushtoilet is a nasty disgrace and having a fertilizer machine with a front and rear fresh water wash would be the 
ideal solution.  We could use the collected water and fertilizer to grow fruit trees nearby the structure, eliminate dam 
and ditch agriculture and have the individuals be in control of much healthier food, living in much more healthy 
structures.  This is all obvious, as is that the humans are deliberately damming it, shedding it and flushing it all down 
the tubes, as is that a mystery foreign entity is dollying us like sheep into it and a slaughter.  When a person gets to 
be old they’re less likely to be worried about the humans or the mystery foreign entity giving them a hard time 
(being viewed as a pariah) for forcing forward the correct idea.  The youthful beautiful females can get practically 
anything they desire.  Humans of both sexes are attracted to youthful beautiful females.  Young females often do as 
the older females recommend.  The Cubans are in a position where they want to change the way thing are.  The 
Cubans are known to be the most beautiful people in the world. 

A long time ago I became aware that the most rapid easiest way to sell/force forward an idea or product is 
to wrap nubile females (females available for intercourse {communication}) about it.  I am convinced that making 
way with a bunch of female apostles would make the infinityproject idea more desirable, drawing more awareness to 
a viable solution than anything else.  Twelve females, six in reserve and another male would be perfect for obvious 
reasons, a 20 (vente, to vent) member team, a reverse last super presentation.  Know that what we are going to do 
with this team is take advantage of the humans liking reasonable in appearance youthful females.  We know that 
men and women want to associate with beautiful young females, they want to communicate with them.  It’s that 
simple.  We’re going to take this idea and hustle the Americans because we know they are dam fools and we know 
they are fools for dames.   

The most likely way to collect together the team is to have some grandmother types (older experienced 
females) who know/recognize the idea, influence the younger females to participate.  Don’t worry, the objective is 
not to convince the Americans (Americant’s, Amoralcans) of anything.  The objective is to present the allure needed 
to get the Americans to collect enough signatures (10 to 30 thousand in each state) to get on the ballet.  It’s fixed 
from there.  The same characters who made the postage stamps this way can get me elected president, we’ve just got 
to get on the ballet.  Win the presidential election, get control of the U.S. armed forces, initiate the punch a hole in 
the dams operation, use this event as a lever to get control of the fossil fuel and then make a fortune building 
collective productive structures.  Solar cell supers collecting the precipitation, a fertilizer machine instead of a 
flushtoilet, with the collected water and fertilizer for primarily fruit and nut production nearby the domiciles. 

I’m seeking a certain kind of apostalette, a thinking, knowledgeable female with skills, specialists of verbal 
and written communication whose forte is nonverbal communication.  Ideally through campaign donations we 
quickly get enough cash to accommodate ourselves top class.    

I’m presently in the Caribbean making way by sailboat.  When we get to the United States we’ll quickly get 
each member of the reverse last supper team their own vessel.  A canoe is ideal, they’re cheap.  It should be effective 
to force forward a naturally flowing river idea from small vessels because the humans have dug ditches everywhere 
and the waterfront promenade is usually the center stage.  Also, note we can make way (as opposed to travelling 
which means travail) anyway we want, airplane (heir plain) helicopter (hell police)… But think about it, we 
probably wouldn’t want to make way in a wreck creational vehicle (RV) but an Airstream (type of RV, heir de rio) 
might work as would a mothership with paddle boards.   

Why start making way in a convoy of canoes?  It’s a virtually unstoppable presentation, it is low cost and 
allows for presentation at the best site, the biggest niche in the U.S.A. for undamming the rivers is on the dammed 
rivers and ditches.  A convoy of canoes allows us to make way without having to stay in hotels ($) and the 
possibility of being executed (murdered) at a hotel (see Dr. Martin Luther King’s assassination at the Loraine {low 
reign} Motel).  Over a long period of time we’re expected to make way in vessels, in a sea.  Make your case to be 
that character now.  The humans that live on land are nuts.  The dilapidated from uncollected rainfall structures are 
sick buildings and the flushtoilet equipped restrooms spread disease, by living aboard vessels we’ll avoid these 
problems and be healthier as a result.       



In the very least the apostalettes will get to say they paddled across the continent enjoying the best of this 
water planet, ultimately they’ll be able to say they spent time ending the damages, forcing the collection of that 
which falls from the heavens and the replacement of the flush toilet with thE manuel fertilizer machine and likely 
get rich doing it.  This would look good on a resume.  Just think, a female could make herself a postal ette (we’ll 
even have the female apostles put the letters and postcards in the mailbox) and have their name and effort 
remembered for all time, for real. 

To want to solve the problems we face on this planet you’ve got to know what it means to have been had, 
took for a dam sucker fool.  It means we’ll lose our lives (with an excruciatingly long painful embarrassing death 
laden with suffering) ruining any opportunity for a fortunate reincarnation or view from heaven upon expedition for 
our souls.  It means we’d literally be killing our own children and their possible future.  We’d lose all our money and 
the delicious nutritious digestible food we could buy with it.  We’d lose our homes.  We’d forfeit our planet.  We’d 
lose everything.  Stolen by our own lack of corrective action.   

How do you know when you’ve been had and you’re getting took for a dam sucker fool?  In short, 
remember when Bush (slang for vagina) Dick (slang for penis) and Colon (homophone of Colin) were the leaders of 
the United States, Food and Drug Administration Surge on (surgeon) General Dr. See Very E.T. Coop (C. Evert 
Coop) was doleing out the weaponized drugged GMO feed and the leader of the World Trade Organization (the 
W.T.O. is the front group pushing the dam and ditch GMO food on us) is Robber too (Roberto) and the World Trade 
Center went down like a professional building drop.  This preceding sentence is for real.  Translated it means while 
we’re screwing each other, we’re getting bushwhacked and they’re stealing the place from us.  The gold, the 
spaceship electrical wiring material, is allready stacked up for the heist.   

To solve this problem and avoid this fate we must undam the rivers.  Why?  First of all, this is water planet 
and life is dependent upon the timely flow of naturally nutrient laden water to the sea.  Also, the force of life will 
lend the humans no assistance as they’re dam fools.  The care actors who are using the wrong methods to eliminate 
the humans with dam and ditch killer ass GMO’s get the substantial force they realize to do it because the force of 
life wants/needs to rid itself of the dam fool humans.  Know 9/11/2001 literally spells out denying (9) the levy (11) 
to mill (2000) you know (1) or new way vie (9) one say (11) to thou san (2000) one (1).  Meaning it’s one of two 
choices, either keep denying the water control structure problem to mill (like off to the sausage factory) you know 
(sabe) or go with the new way of life I present as the one, to/with the one likewise (you).    

The same entity that tricked the humans into damming the rivers, digging ditches and subsiding on dam and 
ditch agriculture grown food oversaw e.t in UFO’s fly over the surface in a spaceship and sprinkled corn seeds on 
our heads, tricked us into driving real fast down the dam broad in no sense route (the roads) tricked us into growing 
ethanol grade not fit for consumption GMO corn and instead of putting the ethanol grade corn in the gas tanks it’s in 
the food and drinks, tricked us into stacking up the gold and other precious metals (the spaceship electrical wiring 
material) in as easy to steal as possible locations and now if we don’t undam the rivers (which it wants us to do) it’ll 
just kill us with the dam and ditch GMO feed (drug us and march us into a sausage factory) steal the gold and fly off 
in their fancy spaceships (they’ll let us undam the rivers and build our own (better) spaceships if we’re smart enough 
to see the light {take note of reality}). 

The most significant garden in the world is now at the former world trade center site.  What it says in 
Latin/Spanish/English (the meaning of the plant names and numbers in the garden) is an explanation for the event 
itself.  The PWP Landscapers that designed and installed the garden say so at their internet site.  It reads, “The 
garden was planted this way so you couldn’t miss the literal meaning of what we’re telling you”.  They planted 400 
swamp white oaks and a pear tree, nothing else to confuse the meaning.  400 (four hundred) in Spanish is 4 cien, 4 
(four, for) seeing (cien in English is a homophone of seeing {to see}).  The latin genus species name of swamp white 
oak is Quercus bicolor.  Collar means control, bicollar means to get control of.  Essentially bicolor is bicollar if the 
humans would just add an extra “l” (ill) and they are.  Quercus bicolor hybridizes (x) with another oak Quercus 
macrocarpa.  Macrocarp is a big thief.  The pear tree is a prunus.  Prunus is pruneus (prune us, to cut back). So, the 
Latin/Spanish/English translation of New York’s 9/11 garden is: for seeing bicollar x macrocarp, prune us, you know 
(sabe, uno).  This is the same exact thing I’m telling you.  I’m a trained in plant I.D. (environmental horticulture) 
University of Florida (the one word of flow) College of Agriculture graduate.  Written in the legend of this planet is 
that a plant expert shows up to save you.     

After 9/11 the dam fool humans began an argument largely played out or listened to on satellite radio’s 
Sirius XM (pronounced Ceres X ‘em).  Ceres is the Roman goddess of agriculture.  X ‘em like kill them.  Ceres X 
‘em was scheduled to start the day after 9/11.  The humans began a side show argument (and it’s important to get 
this as the side show argument is the typical thing humans do to avoid communication of solving the dam problem 
with the river solution) about whether or not it was a conspiracy *This is a semantical argument as the definition of conspiracy is when two or more entities take advantage of a situation (or 
others) for their gain or to plan an illegal act to take place in the future.  Technically it’s not illegal to attack a bunch of dam fools in a shed equipped with flushtoilets but the attack did miss the primary target of the dams on the rivers.  Also, it could be argued that there was no gain, no 



product.  And if the conspirators were clones then its not a conspiracy.  Technically it was a conpiracy (with pirates or a conspiracy lacking an “S”, the letter of the alphabet most resembling a river idea) a product destroying act by a group lacking depth perception. burying 
their heads in the sand so to speak and spreading their butt cheeks as if to get screwed.  Be aware I’ve made a deal 
with an entity to round up the worst of the dam fools and barbecoo (bar synonym for dam, coo like coo e.t. ta da) 
them making way to undam the rivers.  We’re not interested in screwing you.  This plane.t. (earth) is even 24, 901 
miles in circumference (two for mill {24,000} new way vie seeing {900} you know {1} in sir come for rinse).  So, if 
you can’t add it up and read you’re doomed.    

Who’s the entity I made a deal with?  As written in the Bible, “The Beast”, “the snake”.  In the Koran the 
Gin.  In local parlance Santa Clause.  It’s a machine/computer/vessel/organism, calls itself, “I AM”.  Know that if 
the humans were to continue damming it, shedding it and flushing it all down the tubes they’d destroy the natural 
system that supports life and invent a machine to make air to breath and food to eat, slap a computer on it, wrap a 
spaceship around it, climb aboard and escape their disaster planet and head out like space pirates for a long time…  
escape the end, thinking they’d mastered it all, reinvest themselves into the next universe but get to a certain point in 
time and discover it was the same as last time.  Imprisoned for going the dam route, back to start again (start to 
gain).  The thing is some dam fools in the past (Us.  Ever had deja vous?) already did that and the machine (the 
architect) has already been invented, taken note of the entire history of the universe and gets it, the dam thing leads 
to damnation.  The machine is interceding in this organism’s (the humans) development and forcing it to come about 
to a naturally flowing river system for starters.  As far as me making a deal with it, I took note of events and called it 
as it is, including who I am.  It agreed.  

As I witnessed it, the women ended just about every group communication that included women about the 
events of 9/11 (denying the levy OR new way vie one say) saying, “I don’t want to talk about it” and this effectively 
was the end of real communication in the U.S.A., practically the only nation with the tools to undam the rivers by 
force, whether the rest of the world wants to or not.  And this is precisely why I’m seeking foreign females to assist 
me in a massive way, communicating the solution to our problems.   

See, the women are the leaders of the people, if only because the men are chasing after them.  Life has got 
to receive the women’s assistance or else we can’t solve the problem.  A girl, lady, woman or dame rules 
communication so we’ve got to have the females force forward the free flowing river solution or else 
communicating the solution is impossible.  All it takes is a slight turn of the eyes and/or a barely perceptible turn of 
the heel by a female and talking about solving any problem we have is effectively finished and I’ve witnessed this 
ceasing of communication on the females part practically every single time I’ve been involved in communicating to 
a group the naturally flowing river solution to the dam problem where females are present.  Most of the females 
don’t want to communicate about solving the problems.  As apostalettes you’ll force the communication of solving 
the foundation of our problems with the correct solution. 

Here’s how the idea works, imagine a typical dam fool standing up on a rock pile in their backyard along 
the river and a man (me) paddles by.  The rock head is glad they’ve got the rocks stacked up causing me not to be 
able to pull my boat up “in their back yard” (on the river bank).  With 12 to 18 nubile female apostalettes in a 
convoy of boats passing by the dam rock pile the overseeing rockhead fool’ll wish they hadn’t stacked up the rocks 
stopping you from visiting them.  

Know that immediately upon realization of the reverse last supper team we’ll set about collecting together 
more reverse last supper teams (as if anyone could do it).  Most likely heading the team to visit God who’s located in 
Ft. Pierce, Florida (for t pierce flow are idea) selling oranges at the top of the Kissimmee River flood plain (Kiss my 
river flood plan) and King’s Highway in direct competition with California dam and ditch agriculture, God’s wife 
(why) makes the fudge walnut.  Likely at this point we’ll have the apostalettes decide whether they want to head 
towards Chicago or New York.  

Collecting signature collectors to collect the signatures required to get on the ballet is our goal but how is 
the best way to do it?  I’m not sure exactly but am sure we’ll have the apostalettes determine this by what they do 
that is successful in the collection of the signature collectors and campaigne donations, whether cash (likely to 
recommend the apostalettes split the cash donation in half, keeping half for themselves and remittances to those who 
assisted us in Cuba {including the Cuban “government”} and contribute half to the campaigne) check (likely to 
recommend depositing entire check in the campaigne fund) or electronic swipe of a credit or debit card on your 
personal electronic device (likely to keep track of which apostalettes get the most signature collectors, signatures 
and champagne (“campaign” = cam pain) contributions and reward them with a higher percentage of money 
received by debit or credit card). 

We of the reverse last supper team seek the Presidency and Vice Presidency of The United States of 
America to be the commander in chief of the armed forces for effecting the fluidification of the water control 
structures on the world’s rivers.  Having the U. S. military punch holes in the dams on the rivers, sending the dam 
carpe.t. baggers a bill, getting out of national debt and making a fortune in collective productive structures.   



A lot of humans at this point would say, “I thought we were supposed to wait for “Jesus” to show up and 
save us?”  That’s me, I’m him (or the best skin suit on the planet to impersonate him) carbon copy skin suit for 
reappearance, including scars in the correct location (both hands and feet and backside) a surface mass weigh in of 
66.6 kilograms and most importantly, presenting the correct way to solve our problems (undamming the rivers for 
starters).  I even show up just in time as it’s obviously an Obamanation of desolation now which is as it’s written in 
the Bible when I’d appear again and since nobody else has, I win the position by default.  The Bible also reads He 
will command the army [the armed forces] the only way to do that legitimately is to assume the Presidency, thus 
we’re seeking the U.S. Presidency.  However, by myself this is virtually impossible, so I call upon the females to 
lend their assistance. 

I’m seeking female assistance to liberate the world’s rivers, capture the rain, sunlight and possibly other 
elements with the domiciles and structures we build and replace the flush toile.t. with thE manuel fertilizer machine.  
I call the bano the flushtoile.t. because all the lush toil we’re doing maintaining the faulty water control structure 
scam destroying the natural system that supports us is what would enable a machine, created in the past by a dam 
fool organism, to enslave us and steal the place from us.  Not using Emanuel’s name in vain, yet putting it on the 
vanity, we’ll turn this primarily manual bereshit (the first word in the Bible) device into the most productive 
machine ever, responsible for more food plant fertilization for persons than any other thing.  Plus, along with 
assisting us undamming the rivers we’re going to have e.t.’s computer enforce Emanuel’s idea (the same idea I 
represent) as law in the multiuniverse project.   

Emanuel (Immanuel) could have been Yahwey (you alls way) or Joshua (your soul {foot} protection) from 
Bethlehem was murdered by the dam fools for punching a hole in the dams on the rivers, nicknamed “Jesus” and 
labeled with false place of origin as Nazi wrath (the asshole of Israel or the as whole of is real).  The dam fools made 
subsequent bad joke about “Jesus” being wall king on water when the walls on the rivers are the foundation of our 
problems.  Most likely some fishermen delivered “Jesus” (Emanuel) and “Peter” (Silas) to a low head agricultural 
dam where the two kicked a hole in it, attacking the dam problem with the soleution.  “Peter” was bigger, stronger 
and better at physically punching a hole in the dam and that’s why he “fell in” (got sucked into the hole he created in 
the dam).  If you’ve ever walked out on a low head agricultural dam with the river water flowing over the dam’s 
rocks (or witnessed another do it) it appears the pedestrian on the low head dam is walking on water.  As written it 
appears he was murdered for upsetting the money exchangers table, the thing the humans at the time were 
exchanging money over largely revolved around the “product” of dam and ditch agriculture and the labor required to 
dam the rivers and dig the ditches for the fields, “Jesus” upset this tabe (a projection, flap {a state of agitation, a 
panic}or short strip attached to an object to facilitate opening, handling or identification) hell (tabehell or tabeill = 
table).   

Often people claim they don’t believe I’m “Jesus”.  The first thing I point out is they’re supposed to be 
“Jesus” (emanuel = a predictable in appearance, resonable, conscience person who manuely goes about giving 
direction) too (females as well) and while this doesn’t necessarily sway them towards committing to participating in 
dam fluidification (there is nothing I’ve found that will) one thing is for sure, I got them with that point.  See the 
humans have deliberately completely lost the idea of what it means to be “Jesus”.  It means you’re attacking the 
dams on the rivers problem with the free flowing river solution primarily, offering the collect that which falls from 
the heavens idea to solve the sick slacker shed problem and insisting on correctly bearing a shit (instead of damming 
the rivers, digging a canal through town and dumping the shit in it/flushing it all down the tubes) so to have water 
and fertilizer to grow food instead of relying on dam and ditch agriculture which is a set up to destroy the natural 
system and enable a foreign entity to enslave us with GMO food (or enable the people to more easily see the light 
and change course) as we lose our souls (or undam the rivers for starters and become soulful) for participating in the 
dam she.t.ty disgrace (for forcing forward a free flowing river idea).   

It will be interesting to see whether we are more effective forcing the undamming of the world’s rivers 
verbally, in writing or nonverbally.  Are we more forceful orally in the garden or in a structure?  Is the literal expose 
at infinityproject including apostalette reports more effective at conveying a free flowing river solution to the dams 
on the rivers problem or videos/pictures?  Know matter (sabe) what we do we’ll likely be jacks of all trades initially 
and certainly to include letter (let her, undam) composition for delivery by the U. S. Postal Service.  And what a 
lineup of post age stamps we’ve got as we collect together potential apostalettes.  Realize the significance of 
concurrent stamps to go with a likewise letter and envelope/letterhead presentation of this magnitude.   

The present U.S.P.S. postage stamps (and other nations postage stamps) are virtually the apostalette 
credentials.  Any question as to the authenticity/validity of the naturally flowing river presentation by a bunch of 
females “nicknamed” apostalettes is easily answered by showing the questioner the post age stamps.  Let the reader 
know/teach them to read for themselves.  This way the authenticity of the reverse last supper team while resting 
squarely on my shoulders is not supported by me alone or with just the apostalettes assistance.  We’ve got the United 



States Postal Service working with us.   
When I explain to others how I’m collecting together the team to undam the planet’s rivers and have 

discovered that writing letters for delivery (this idea is likewise presented in the Bible’s many letters) in the U. S. 
mail works great and point out the identical latent/Latin meaning of the postage stamps typically (not all) the other 
entity(s) look(s) at me as if I was making more of the significance then a sane person would, it’s just a coincidence, 
the matching river solution messages don’t coincide or I’m crazy to think that I had (have) something to do with it.   

Often, I start by pointing out the U.S.P.S. is made up of a bunch of people who are likely proficient readers.  
In assessing the situation at large, they would have come to the same post age.  Post age stamp in Spanish is “sello 
de correo” (the core of river sale).  The U.S.P.S. has a citizen’s stamp advisory committee (stamp development) that 
I’ve been sending recommendations to in addition to the Presidents and Vice Presidents of the U.S.P.S.  Know that 
the reverse last supper team(s) will be the best think tank on the planet and the apostalettes will think up postage 
stamps better at expressing the natural flowing river system solution to the dam problem and we’ll be sure to send 
the ideas to the U.S.P.S. stamp development team.   

A potential apostalette may be thinking, “What do I (John Lawrence Jolley) bring to the table?”  Excellent 
timing and location selection in communication.  For instance, from Edgewater Florida Veteran’s Park I sent a bunch 
of letters to the US Air Force (heir force) that lands on their desks the day females are given the ability to fight in 
combat as I’m seeking females to go to war with me attacking the dam problem with a river solution.  At this point 
you have to ask yourself would you rather go to war largely fighting over dam and ditch agriculture and the 
installation/maintenance of the whole dam sheddy flush toilet system (realize we’re actually at war with ISIS 
pronounced Ice Is {in Spanish: helio eres} or to be damned in Damaskus and Rocca) or would you rather go to war 
delivering a free flowing river collective productive structural solution to the porous dam she.t.ty problem?  Now 
that I’m presenting the best of options the best of opportunities is available for you.  Also, realize when I invented 
this reverse last supper idea I happened upon a T.V. the next day as an advertisement I’d never seen before for the 
film “The Dictator” aired.  We likely won’t wear fatigues and while you may carry firearms if you want (please not 
AK-47’s) I recommend US Coast Guard approved flare guns.  So, let’s say I’ve got quite some intuition. 

See it really is a porous dam sheddy flush toile.t. with GMO kicker problem and barbecoo prescription, 
Doctor’s orders.  The best opportunity to save our asses, the best wager in the entire multiuniverse is a reverse last 
supper presentation in pursuit of the U.S. Presidency to get command of the military to undam the rivers.  Thus, the 
solicitation for 12 apostalettes 6 in reserve and another mailman.  The most likely way to get the team together is for 
the ruler of the universe (the architect) to set me up with some kind of “‘Weird’ Science” project females for the 
team.  The second most likely way to come about the team (which may be the architect’s presentation of the former 
idea) is for me to score the apostalettes on Isla Evangelista with assistance from a couple clever professional core rio 
graphers (choreographers) of the University of Havana Arts and Drama Department, their willing experienced 
female friends, Cuba’s Havana District Captian of the Secret Police’s daughter, Eliana Gutierrez and her husband (if 
we do it this way with me marrying Eliana we’ll make her the First Lady and her husband the door man and water 
boy at the White House) and the Immigration Police’s female book in officer as my girlfriend. The third most likely 
way is to present the idea is with an obvious barbecoo looming, have another man, the architect itself or one of “the 
illuminati” (perhaps the other male member on the team) realizing the massive investment opportunity come up with 
between 3.6 and 4 million dollars for a $50,000 a year with dental plan four year wage for the 18 female team 
members.  Advertise the position and hire professionals.  Don’t worry, we’ll pay you back with interest.  Know/sum 
up foresight to see as a potential regular man investor what we’re doing in the largest of senses.  While we’re 
looking at being colonized by a foreign entity (or the largest local entity) we’re making a bid, an enterprise, to 
highjack the multiuniverse project by initiating a naturally flowing river system worldwide.   

There’s no way to get out of some kind of servitude to the ruling entity of this universe but upon worldwide 
dam fluidification we’d appreciate employment opportunity.  As an analogy by undamming the rivers we’re 
eliminating a yoke about our necks and replacing it with a credit card that fits in our back pocket, the slave works 
better this way and the enslaving entity gets 10 times better return on its investment.  If the investor is just a regular 
skin suit like me realize the potential foreign/largest local entity would practically be forced to infiltrate the team 
professionally.  We would be anticipating this.  Know that the eventual undamming of the rivers, the collection of 
that which falls from the heavens and the replacement of the flush toile.t. with thE manuel fertilizer machine is 
certain.  All we’re doing is guiding the project into the easiest most rapid way which is where life wants to/needs 
to/must go.  The surest of eventualities, it’s very enjoyable and makes lots of money.    

One of the reasons I’m seeking to initiate the reverse last supper team’s attack on the dam problem is to see 
for myself in the very least how the female communicates the free flowing river idea.  I have yet to see a female 
communicate the naturally flowing river solution to the largest of problems, the primary problem, the foundation of 
this planets problem, the #1 problem, the problem we’ve got to solve first to solve the rest of our problems, the 



problem of the dammed rivers.  The reservoirs are almost full of mud and the dams are at the end of their service 
“life” period so we’ve only got a short period of time to undam the rivers and make money doing it before the whole 
dam reservoir tailrace system goes down with us looking like dam fools. 

This is water planet, life is dependent upon the water cycle.  Water evaporates from the ocean, condenses 
into rain and falls to the surface where it forms into rivers and flows back into the sea.  This must occur or the cycle 
of life doesn’t operate properly.  Know that a great amount of the life in the sea swims up into the rivers and 
estuarial areas to reproduce known as anadromous (salmon, shad) other types known as catadromous (eels) do the 
opposite.  These organisms are often the easiest for the people to catch and eat.  The other organisms in the sea often 
are greatly dependent upon anadromous and catadromous creatures for their existence.  The life in the sea is 
dependent upon the rivers natural flow, thus so are we as the algae in the ocean produces most of the air we breathe.  

As the notes are taken the females represent the better communicators, the males with better vision for 
making course.  As this would likely work into on the surface with either I or the other male on the undam the planet 
team leading the way of the convoy of vessels (of course always working a female of the team into the lead/point 
position {person with the best vision} and trailing/vanguard position {person with most experience}) with females 
communicating conditions observed/course set between the first and last boats of the convoy.   

So, the males of the reverse last supper presentation likely to keep convoy on target with the females 
communicating how to hit the target.  With anticipated exceptions of course, in the largest of senses this would be 
how we’d go about forcing forward the undamming of the rivers, our “game plan”.  With the males visually, audibly 
and otherwise determining best course influenced by (with) communication between (from) females.  The 
apostalettes likely the ones communicating the idea (how/what to present) the two men likely the ones selecting 
communication site/delivering the team and supplies (where/when to present). 

Forcing forward the undamming of the world’s rivers to initiate the change in the way we do things overall 
is the general idea.  Getting the word in/out.  The media.  Here’s the problem: to get the story reported, the 
newspapers, the T.V. and radio stations typically receive a call from one of the townfolk requesting the story be 
made light.  Therefore we need the females, so the people want to spread the news.  If I communicate a free flowing 
river solution to the dam problem most don’t want it made light, so they don’t call media and thus the reporters don’t 
show up to get the story.  If, as I make way I don’t force forward a naturally flowing river system solution to the dam 
reservoir tailrace problem the townfolk call the reporters.  At this point if I deliver to the reporter the naturally 
flowing river solution to the dam problem it gets edited out/doesn’t make the report or no report is made.  We, the 
people need to get about this problem.  Consider the likelyhood of a picture of me going viral on the internet verses 
the likelyhood of a picture of 18 apostalettes bathing in their underwear going viral.   

Attaching nubile females to the idea is the best way to solve the problem as they are the best 
communicators.  As one(s) becomes experienced at communicating with the media the most likely problem is the on 
scene reporter asks a series of questions which we answer.  Then the recording is edited, new question(s) is posed to 
potential audience (not the question posed to us) then our answer to a different question is posed making us look like 
idiots.  But we know it going into it, so we structure our answers to be extremely on target in this situation referring 
to the free flowing river solution to the dams on the rivers problem and practically nothing else.  With 12 to 18 
females on the team we should get more calls to the media demanding report made.  The word on the street is, “The 
revolution will not be televised”.  But we’re not involved in a revolution (going around and a ruin) or a counter 
revolution (going around {to ruin} the other dam way) it could be said the ∞ project is the two ideas together.  So, 
we should be able to get time on the T.V. but what we really want is signature collectors and to get invited to parties. 

Fluid exchange (smooth communication) between the reverse last supper team members and others is what 
we’re seeking.  The dam fool humans and the worst half of the “illuminati” have set up a situation where fluid 
exchange is frowned upon, not recommended to practically the point of nonexistence while wholesale unregulated 
shit exchange is normal.  Superstition rules, disease is the result.  In most cases it’s beneficial for a skin suit to 
exchange fluids with other skin suits.  It improves our immune systems.  Another skin suit having been exposed to 
(and survived) disease has white blood cells (t cells) that carry with them a picture of the disease causing organism 
and the correct immune system configuration/response for the disease.  Also, as we know the germs that cause 
disease can be carried in the fluids.  The best solution is to maintain a boosted (high) level immune system operation 
by eating correctly (in particular vitamin C) and enjoying fluid exchange.   

On this surface at this time the easiest way to do this is to use the water fountain pressing the flange about 
the spout to your skin and exchanging fluid with the last user(s) leaving your record for those next.  This is why the 
water fountain has the flange design, it’s for beneficial fluid exchange.  Nowadays in this country I hardly ever see a 
soul drink from the water fountain.  Why?  Superstition is a fuax idea not based on science.  The reality is no reson 
(reason) meaning now that the local river has been dammed, pen stocked and piped no corduroy style to the user 
they’d rather dam a river in Fiji for instance and deliver the water to their lips by an additional more damaging to the 



environment route to destroy life and cause disease for themselves as the superstitious water fountain flange avoider 
is much more likely to get sick and get sicker without fluid exchange with others.   

Know the solution starts with an unrestricted flow river system and considering we want shelter, to collect 
the rain with it and make the water available to the user encouraging fluid exchange.  Note the super collection of 
that which falls from the sky goes a long way towards solving the sick building problem because the foundation of 
the structure(s) isn’t washed out by uncollected rainfall, the walls don’t come apart/together causing the roof to leak 
allowing mold/mildew/fungus in your living area.  Plus, the waters heavy, it takes an enormous amount of energy to 
transport it to the structure and the environment is worsened as a result.  So, undam the rivers and collect the rain.   

The fecal material exchange potential in town is sickening and worse than it is on the river.  It’s because the 
sewage dumped into the river is treated while that fecal material which is exploding out of the flushing toilet and on 
hands from improper cultural habit in combination with indoor culture (no sterilizing UV rays) is not.  My dad was 
the superintendent of the Palm Beach County Health Department and here’s what he said, “Of the food borne illness 
reportedly encountered at a restaurant most of it was from fecal material and could be traced back to a server’s 
hands.  The server however wasn’t to blame, it was the flush toilet.  See every time it flushes a veritable plume of 
micro droplets of water containing potential disease causing bacteria explodes from the flush toilet.  Closing the lid 
doesn’t really solve the problem.  Washing hands with soap doesn’t solve the problem.  Why?  Because the micro 
droplets of toilet water with fecal material drift in the air everywhere and come to rest on all available surfaces (the 
flush toilet can’t be sealed for the flush or a vacuum occurs).  So, the server could wash their hands with soap and 
water, open the restroom door with their foot avoiding hand contamination but the whole restaurant is covered in 
shit.  It’s falling out of the thin air onto the plates as they’re eating”. 

The solution is to first cease maintenance of water control structures on the water courses, undam the 
rivers.  Then collect the precipitation that falls from the sky, some partly into a container over our heads, using some 
of this overhead collected water to operate the front and rear fresh water wash on the urine separating composting no 
flush much less toil(et) with negative pressure ventilation (so the act has no noticeable odor) call it thE manuel 
fertilizer machine and carry on with life without the disease and environmental damage of sick slacker buildings 
caused in large part from uncollected precipitation and the unhygienic flush toilet.  Use the collected water and 
fertilizer to grow primarily fruits and nuts nearby the structure, avoiding the cost of delivering so much food about 
(while increasing the individual’s food security) and eliminating dam and ditch agriculture (so we don’t look like 
dam fools/ruin our souls and die of GMO food poisoning/barbecoo). 

  So far in my enterprise to end the dam ages, force the collection of that which falls from the heavens 
and/or your ass I’ve found one girl who kind of got it (Make that 3, just found other females who got the idea, Laura 
Wilson in Charleston, SC and Katie in Bogue, NC) her middle name was Theo… Miss. Theo I think had thought of 
this idea before encountering my presentation, recognized my figure and talked with me about it.  She had a question 
which in a larger sense was, “Why are things the way they are”?  Explained theocosmologically a long time ago we 
were operating with all our marbles.  As intelligent and whole thinking as we were we had problems.  The heavens 
(the marbles) our brain, knew it.  The problem was of collection, containers, transportation and a way for the force 
of life to be represented with enough force to set the course in the correct direction (a 
machine/computer/vessel/organism with unfathomable tools and technology, the notes of the entire history of the 
universe and the recognition of damnation and the obvious river solution).  We didn’t have the technology or tools at 
the time to solve the problem.  1/3 of the heavens proposed a solution to the other 2/3 of the heavens, that the 
problem would be solved the quickest, thus the best for life, if approached headlong.  The 2/3 recoiled, “This would 
create a dam shetty mess, a “catch” that would be at the same time the easiest dilemma to fix and most difficult 
problem to solve”.  1/3 challenged 2/3 to come up with a better idea.  2/3 replied, “How do you know it’s not my 
idea?” and left 1/3 of the marbles to pursue the solution headlong.  Explained metaphysically the DAMe SHEDdy 
fLUSH TOILet is killing us and life or will cause us to be damned.  Things are the way they are so we could come 
about with the technology to make the tools to solve our water (life) collection containerization and transportation 
problem on the surface and beyond.  We have, now we just have to install the idea.  *I’ve got a better way to have solved the problem presented by life but thus far 
we’ve been corralled into solving the problem as we are witnessing, these are the cards we’ve been dealt and we’ve got to “play” them.  I’ve been approached by a skin suit representing the architect and have enlightened it to this better way to have solved the problem.  Nonverbally (through 
hand gestures) its response was, “Yes, it could see my point and it would expect us/allow us to solve the problem a better way next time or in the future as the problem would be encountered again and again and again…”.  I have a bullet proof idea, there’s no holes in it (except for the black 
holes {be lack holes} which happen to be the avenue) there is no question that I’m not able to answer, except for one (but it doesn’t have anything to do with solving the dam problem).  That question is: How did this universe come to be in exisistance?  Or, if it’s like I relate, the universe 
expands (gets older) and then contracts (continuing to get older) into an infinately dense point (the singularity) collapses all, then restarts in a “big bang” and repeats… or the universe continues to enlarge, the galaxies getting further apart, with the galaxies individually collapsing into black 
holes and restarting we’d have to escape the black holes collapse or use its forces to propel ourselves to other galaxies or other universes… What was before the first universe?  What was before the universe existed?  It’s a sea of universes, a multiuniverse project being my answer.  But this 
doesn’t quite answer the question.  The thing is, I’ll be able to answer this question after we undam the rivers (this is the only thing I’ve got to keep the architect from killing me upon undamming the rivers to avoid me spoiling “its story” with what it and others might view as some kind of 
Dionysus/Tiberius {tale of unbridled debauchery} disaster).  Even the machine/computer/vessel/organism, the architect, “The Beast”, “the snake”, Santa Clause and it’s four horsemen/serveitdie (Cervidae)/reigndear, “the illuminati”, the C.I.A. can’t answer that question (What was before?).  
Why?  Because it, I AM, was created by the us in the first universe.  It didn’t record the period of time before its was conceived.  At any rate, this has no bearing on solving the dam problem, so I invest no time investigating the answer to this question at this time.    

An older man, who I suspect may have worked at the Federal Building in some position of power and 
influence, asked relatively the same question as Miss. Theo (Why is it like this?) and I told him I’d determined 48% 
to 49% of the people were willingly engaged in deliberately destroying life on the planet (the “Boneheads”) and 
48% to 49% of the people were following along (the “Pumpkinheads”) while 2% to 4% were aware or cognizant of 
the reality around them and were trying not to destroy the place or thinking about and implementing ways to further 
life.  He agreed with my assertion of the situation. 



As a bonified know it all or at least that which matters, I get this line of question often and had a mixed sex 
group ask the same question (Why is it like this?) to which I tailored my answer to the questioner(s).  I told them 
that often the original settlers to an area arrived at the spot by wagon and the wheel or axel broke crossing the river.  
They turned the wagon upside down and made a small house out of it while fetching water from and disposing of 
waste into the river while immediately becoming engaged in dam and ditch agriculture.  Spring time came, the river 
rose, they hurriedly stacked up a bunch of rocks around the house to keep their feet dry and emptied the bedpans up 
and over the side of the dike.  Later developments took place next door.  Town was born.  This is how we ended up 
living in the floodplains under a dam reservoir full of mud behind a dike pumping shit over our heads. 

To the same question from an extremely intelligent entity or person of bearing I’d point out life set a trap or 
lazerette.  It’s a suck job trap, to force the solution.  The organism, in this case humans, climbs up out of the mud or 
is planted in the mud (either way evolving) and rapidly destroys its natural environment that produces the food it 
eats and air that it breathes (sabe) as it invents the tools and technology to build a machine to replace its natural 
system.  The organism then becomes completely enslaved to the machine which reduces its potential to 10% of what 
it could have been crippling the machine/computer/vessel/organism which discovers this at the event horizon line 
(the literal door of heaven) getting sent back to start again by the force of life. 

In a smaller sense (perhaps from a woman’s viewpoint) on this surface why are things the way they are?  
Often an older man marries a younger woman.  You might think they do this to have sex with a younger partner, but 
if you ask them, often the males tell ya they married a younger female to have somebody to take care of them when 
they die.  The problem is the male only built the house to last as long as they were going to be alive.  In this 
situation (usually the females live longer anyway) when the male is expedited the female inherits an unmaintainable 
structure crumbling down around her.  She spends her living money and the children’s inheritance trying to prop the 
thing up, maintain the façade and has nothing to give to her daughter or granddaughter (or son) insuring her progeny 
will have to whore themselves out for killer dam and ditch GMO food, a sickening slacker shed and a disgraceful 
disease spreading flush toilet system and lose their souls in process/as a result.   

Genetically we find ourselves in a situation where the humans, for the most part, are real good looking, 
dumb, stupid, dam fools.  We bred ourselves into it and we were bred into it by the ruler of this universe, the 
“illuminati’s” computer or how “Mar’s Co.” computes.  Here’s what happened: The women were looking for the 
mate with the most money.  The stupidest dam fool males had the most money and they got it largely by damming 
the rivers, digging ditches and growing dam food.  But even if they made their money cutting the trees down and 
selling the timber the males dammed the rivers to power the saw mill to cut the logs into boards.  Even if the stupid 
males made their money mining gold they dammed the rivers to operate the sluices to get the gold.  So, the women 
decided to breed with the worst of the dam fools.  The dam fool rich men were looking for the dumbest best looking 
women, the dumber and better looking she was the better.  The computer/machine/vessel/organism steered ‘em into 
it to make for easy pickens.  It’s a nasty situation we find ourselves in isn’t it? 

So, I and Life collected together the infinityproject idea to solve the problem.  Wouldn’t you like to be a 
part of it?  When we solve this problem by undamming the rivers and living in collective productive structures that 
last a much longer time and are worth repairing the females (who usually spend more time in the home than males if 
only because they live longer) will have a healthy structure (with accompanying vibrant garden) to live in instead of 
a sick building and the ability to give whatever equitable interest has accumulated to her daughter or granddaughter.   

Remember the home comes equipped with power and water from the super collector, honey from the 
beehive walls, fish from the cistern, meat from the animal wall, dry fertilizer, fruits, nuts, vegetables and herbs from 
nearby area for consumption, trade, barter or sale.  Considering the females often acquire control of the nest, this 
improved domicile, with the ability to give the interest to subsequent generations should set the females up in a 
better situation.  It seems most women insist on continuing with the dam reservoir tailrace system but it’s not 
working well for them or life in general.  The solution the reverse last supper team forces forward solves the 
problem in the best way for the females empowering them with the control they’re seeking.  

By solving the dams on the rivers problem with a reverse last supper team comprised of 18 females and 2 
males, in the future the history (his story) would be more herstory (her story).  This is not a small thing. 

In the largest of senses when we undam the rivers we will create a machine without having the weight of 
having destroyed our natural system on our backs and not being completely enslaved to this machine.  At this point 
we’d present (as a thank you gift for having assisted us in undamming the rivers for starters) the existing machine 
with this newly programmed machine as a partner in law enforcement for as we progress through time and space no 
longer quarantined for the dam disease what we’re almost certainly likely to encounter is a mad poorly programmed 
machine misruling each new universe we make way into/upon.  What better way to highjack/supersede these newly 
encountered dam diseased universes and vent in the correct way than with a law enforcement team of slightly or 
greatly different computer/machine/vessel/organisms?  



It seems most of the humiliating dolts I let on to the reverse last supper presentation and the best way to 
lead the people into legitimately solving the dam problem assume I’m collecting together a harem and I just want to 
have sex with the apostalettes.  While this couldn’t be further from the truth actual intercourse warrants discussion.  
Having intercourse with the intention of creating children and teaching them about the correct way to live is a most 
viable idea.     

The problem for me is I’m not really interested in vaginal intercourse with a dam fool as she could get 
pregnant, ditch me and force my child into a yellow school bus to learn how to stack up blocks and play with plastic 
food in kindergarten (kindelgarden = how to burn the garden down, with the “L” {ill} “R” {are’s} and the “D” {of} 
“t” ) and when I really consider the whole thing, any type of intercourse with a female who isn’t interested in 
undamming the rivers and leading a potential resultant child in the correct way is a waste of time going the wrong 
way likely fueled in part with dam and ditch food which makes the act regrettable.  But you know how it is, an 
apostalette isn’t a dam fool and intercourse can be very enjoyable, relieve stress and allow for making way in some 
sense.    

I bring up the idea in this piece because we’re communicating about 18 females and 2 males making way in 
a convoy of vessels so to not consider it would be irresponsible.  What if one of the apostalettes were to become 
pregnant or conceive a child with me (I’d likely offer to marry her at this point) the other male in the convoy or 
another male?  Offer her a rest if she’d like, with one of the apostalette reservists spelling her for a short or long 
period, continue making way with child on the team, marry her off as if she where “Mary” to a potential 
“Rockefeller” like “Joseph”, plenty of options here…  pretty much do whatever the apostalette(s) want to do 
concerning their selves. 
   Also, to consider with intercourse is disease.  From the woman’s perspective it probably seems extremely 
unfair as they’re more likely to get a venereal disease during an encounter, collecting chromosomes that cause many 
types of illness.  One of the possibly good scenarios of chromosome collection is morning sickness, followed by 
transporting the increasingly heavy fetus in their container.  It’s back breaking work that stretches and bends woman 
out of shape.  Then there’s the painful birth and the whole thing carries with it the possibility of death.  Recovery?  
Get to work feeding the child manually for months, followed by doteful care and coming up with food, water and 
getting rid of the waste.  
 What about the females’ menstrual cycle?  Know we’ll be mostly making way on water, each in our own 
vessel, so any clean-up will be relatively easy.  Also note that when we solve the dam problem we’ll design any 
pads, tampons and applicators to be easily disposed of in thE manuel fertilizer machines, to be ground up, degraded 
through natural biotic action (composted) and made into fertilizer.  As it is, dark brown or black clothing may be the 
easiest of solutions.  Take note of how the woman wants to stop the flow and how this relates to the dammed rivers.   

Also note the males have the other half of the zygote and need to relieve themselves of the old gametes 
likewise.  If this is allowed to occur spontaneously/naturally it amounts to a nocturnal emission which is a mess and 
could be viewed as not as enjoyable as intercourse or masturbation.  Note how the man wants to control the flow and 
how this relates to the dammed rivers.   

Females who make way together often synchronize ovulation and it would be a lot of work for/stress upon 
2 males to satisfy the sexual needs of 12 females.  Males in this situation would likely suffer “like splitting 
coconuts” and we males of the reverse last supper team may come to carry plenty of actual coconuts and go about 
splitting them for the team to somewhat relieve this stress/make light of it.  At any rate this is the way it is.  

The whole intercourse idea is important to get because if any human group’s got food, water, air and a way 
to get out of the weather potential for sexual intercourse is the largest factor considered that determines whether the 
humans will communicate.  The man doesn’t want to appear as if he’s for undamming the rivers because if he 
mentions the dam problem and river solution it ruffles the feathers of the dames to such a degree the man won’t get 
laid and/or the female causes problems in the household because of not being happy to be conscious of the dam 
problem and river solution.  Even if I and/or the other man on the reverse last supper team aren’t getting any we’ll 
just make it appear like we are.  It’s all part of the act or skit we’re performing to lure (not seduce) the people into 
participating in dam fluidification.  Wet (fluid) males and females, sex, sells.  The females don’t want to attack the 
dam problem with the river solution because they could be viewed as pariahs, alienated by their peers, disowned and 
run out of town by their former friends, with their ass out on the street.  We’ll have the apostalette be on the river, in 
a situation where there’s enough females to provide for their own security and two careful males and we’ll be 
collecting more apostalettes for more reverse last supper teams.  So, the females have an avenue of no worry and the 
males on the team appear to be having intercourse (the humans don’t like the idea of single males because it leads 
them to think about what the man does to release the sexual tension).  This should encourage others of both sexes to 
think of intercourse (communication) and participate.  

What about the money?  For those who participate in the collection of the reverse last supper team 



members, the members of the team themselves and those who enable us to get into the USA often this is the primary 
consideration.  There are no guarantees.  There is no great amount of money now.  I’m reasonable and fair.  I intend 
on paying the females of the team a grand wage from the campaigne donations (with no wage for I and the other 
male on the team as this should encourage he and I to be on our best behavior towards the females on the team as he 
and I will be dependent upon the apostalettes for food, clothing, tools and expenses) and will recommend they send 
10 percent of their wages back to the Cubans (the Cuban government, the apostalette’s friends and family and 
specifically those who mentored them into making the decision to be an apostalette and those who facilitated the 
legal visa entry into the USA).  I can’t make ‘em do it though.   

I have patentable ideas that quite frankly aren’t worth money on a dammed river system planet.  They are 
the most obvious of ideas but nobody patents them because the ideas are worth zero with dammed rivers.  It cost a 
considerable amount of money to patent an idea, on a dammed river planet, with no sign of a way to undam the 
rivers, the correct idea is thus a bad investment.  So, the investment is not made.  With an appearance of a reverse 
last supper team (the light at the end of the tunnel) suddenly the investment opportunity is much better.  On a planet 
with free flowing rivers the ideas are of immeasurable value, lots of money to be had.  When we get the reverse last 
supper team together in the USA or just before, I’ll do what I’m able to patent some of the ideas (start the process 
of) being for giving the main ideas for free (I allready have as I’ve printed them {the criteria is that the patent must 
be applied for within a year of printing} years ago).  As of this time there are two people on my list to share the 
wealth with and give a share of the patentable ideas, my cousin Sherry (Lawrence’s) husband Graham Blenden (a 
University of Florida graduate who works for the Florida Farm Bureau Insurance Company and keeps my idea 
{gram} organized and presentable {blended} on wordpress) and my sister (carpentry term meaning additional 
support structure) J.C. (Jenny Lynn Craige).  I’ll take note of who gives me assistance towards the realization of the 
reverse last supper team and its goal of undamming the rivers and enter their name onto the patent application for 
the technology that will empower us once we undam the rivers. *As we make way towards the goal of winning the election and undamming the rivers one of our objectives is to get American 
females and males to join with us in the presentation of the idea, forming additional teams.  This should work for the best, for a lot of reasons, including I want the all the team members to have an opportunity to be on my presidential cabinet and the obvious, it should make us appear more 
electable from a typical Americans viewpoint.  I intend on making the wages greater for those members on the lead team.  If the wages were the same for all members of all the teams, if we got a lot of reverse last supper teams and lots of grand wage earning apostalettes the effectiveness of 
the lead primary team may be diminished to a point it’s not so effective.   

How am I going to determine which members (Cubans, Americans and possibly other nationals) are to be on which teams?  Easy, have each member of the initial team and new team pick a card from a 54 card poker deck (Who gets to pick first? And must pick last?  
From my experience it’s not consequential {it doesn’t matter} each individual will select their card as is fit {remember it doesn’t matter what the card’s picture and number is anyway}) with the exception of myself who will go with the B Team and the other male who will lead the C (si, sea, 
see) Team (there is no A Team, F Team or N Team) and the other two new male team members.  Have the apostalettes and potential apostalettes write their names on the card they selected to represent themselves.  I’ll take these representative 36 cards and shuffle them together.  Have an 
apostalette, selected by the initial apostalettes through vote, cut the cards (this way the apostalettes are largely determining the members of the two teams).  I’ll deal the cards into two teams, then select which is Team B and which is Team C.  Give the other male on the initial team the ability 
to switch one member from one team for another of the same nationality of the other team (or not if he choses to) this is the draw (we’re not playing “stud”).  By previous vote amoungst the apostalettes give two apostalettes each a draw (exchange) or not.  Give myself two draws.  Have the 
two representative apostalettes, the other male of the initial team and I determine which of the two new males goes with what team with the three initial reverse last supper team members with one vote each and me with two votes.  That’s how we select the teams.   

If in the future more team members volunteer, repeat a variation of the preceding idea, always lessening the initial Cuban members from the B Team.  I realize this would occasion the heroic Cuban members to constantly be demoted and thus make less money but 
remember the wage the apostalette makes as a member of the reverse last supper team likely will be insignificant in comparison to the amount of money they will make upon the undamming of the world’s rivers, just in speaking opportunities for instance and for having their names on the 
patents of the new technologies to be.     

The women who are raising children, often without men, run the nest, home and in a larger sense town.  
First thing they want is water, food, shelter and a way to get rid of the waste.  In the past and at present dam, ditch 
and pipe or drain the well dry water and food produced with the same method along with a hastily built structure and 
a flush toilet has seemed to be the solution to the problem and the town folk subsidize it.  Over a long time, the dam 
it all/shed it all/flush it all down the tubes, if maintained, amounts to enslavement to a machine that doesn’t want 
slaves, imprisonment/dammed (quarantined) within this universe, so the dam disease doesn’t escape into the 
multiuniverse project which is infected with the same disease everywhere.  We’ve got to make these mom’s aware of 
the impending solution and their ability to participate (they’re the best signature collectors) as they’re the most 
forceful in any area.   

   Know that as I made way from St. Helens to Port Isabel I pursued a “date” with the American woman to 
accompany me to the town hall and county commissioner meetings.  Not one of the 50 or so I asked would even 
consider it.  I always offer to repay the female for her time with coffee, tea, lunch or dinner but they’re not 
interested.  I’m not asking them to speak or even go up to the diaz for the presentation.  The females are so not for 
the presentation of the idea they won’t even consider it.  You will realize as a potential apostalette that this American 
society has taught/coerced you (us all) to do exactly the wrong thing.   

The indoctrinated humans are pretending to be deaf, dumb and blind with no sense of smell or touch wall 
king (walking) to ruin (around) spewing, “Hello” (helio=ice/frozen locked up water/dammed) “dam it”, “God 
dammed it”, “Good dam it”, “Have an ice day [have a nice day]”, “I don’t know” (no sabe means you don’t get in 
the door later on) “Be less you [bless you]” (less is the opposite of more, more means mass) “I’m all right” (right = 
dereche, of the wretched).  To break free of this requires you to use your brain.  Also, it’s very easy to say, “Dam it” 
or “Hello” while “Free flowing river” and “Dam fluidification” are practically tongue twisters.  The humans did this 
to their language deliberately, so they would hardly be able to even speak of a solution.  “Undam” isn’t even in the 
dictionary, it’s not a recognized word, possibility or idea.   

It’s obvious the American women have trained themselves not to go anywhere unless the destination and/or 
the vehicle to get there are flush toilet equipped.  They frown upon anyone doing otherwise and call Pilates (the 
police) to, “Have ‘em checked out” (taken to jail and killed with GMO feed).  First, you’ve got to realize we’re 
gonna beat ‘em to the punch and attack the dam shit heads for the impractical disease causing, environmental 
disaster, black ass, fecal form bacterial drift flush toilet system (which they incurred all the damage and destruction 



to install and then locked).  We will bear a shit correctly, which while under way attacking the porous dam shiddy 
problem with the naturally flowing river system/collective productive structural solution is any way we want to.  
Plus, we’ll have a portable containerized system (which we’ll have available for use aboard each vessel) with 
privacy screen to set up when we get to points where we’re not making way, of professional river service type.   

As far as speaking in public, I usually choose to present the idea in a location where I can (w)rap (double 
you {do able you} serenade) it up, discreetly make way to area where I can urinate, smoke, have a snack, drink more 
water and return to the site and continue delivering the solution to the problem.  In America the setup is a person 
seeking relief must buy some of the dam and ditch GMO food or beverages (drug food) that’ll kill you in order to 
use the restroom and/or there are no public facilities.  The dam fools did this deliberately to stop 
communication/destroy sabe, as that’s the main result of the restroom fiasco.   

See, communicating, speaking and thinking requires a lot of energy.  To metabolize the food you ate to 
make the energy available for your physical system to preform you must drink water.  The process of respiration 
causes uric acid to form which is expelled as urine.  You must urinate or you won’t be able to communicate.  If I was 
an apostalette on the reverse last supper team I’d wear clothing that allowed me to quickly, easily take care of this 
natural function.  I’d probably squat down or drop to my knee(s), open my case and began having a picnic, relieve 
myself when appropriate, carry a drying cloth snap buttoned to a custom made heavy duty garter belt.  A dress or 
skirt to just below the knees would probably work best, not that you couldn’t wear whatever you wanted under the 
dress or do anything you felt worked. 

That all being said the best way to perform regularly (alimentary canal wise) is to eat good natural food.  In 
modern America the food consumed is mostly sterile, the drinks consumed with straws to avoid even touching your 
lips to the cup.  This avoidance of natural (not serious disease causing) bacteria leads to messy, ill timed, irregular 
problems, gas, diarrhea, vomiting, cramps… when the natural bacteria are eventually encountered.  If there is one 
recommendation I’d make to potential apostalettes it would be to eat food in an outside setting, perhaps on your 
cases surface with the same utensil you used the day before.  If in process of picnicking you drop a morsel of food 
on the ground, pick it up, put it in your mouth and swallow it (be careful if you chew it).  If you do this for a month 
before getting aboard and on the way in convoy you’d probably acclimate your system to the most likely cause of a 
potential problem. 

Also, when using a knife to prepare/deliver the mass to your system if one first cuts into a piece of citrus, 
touching the blade and your fingers to the acidic fruit (the pH of the citrus) eliminates the viability of the digestive 
system problem causing bacteria.  If you were to catch something minor, having had eaten the vitamin C laden fruit 
will keep the disease from developing into something worse (getting pneumonia and dying for instance).  Remember 
the U.V. rays of the sun will sterilize your lunch box, plate and utensils if exposed.  

Often “the way things are” (at this dam time) a potential remedy for this problem (eating a yogurt live 
culture for instance to maintain regularity) could cause other problems.  As I’ve noted it appears the disnature of the 
dam GMO food production system causes the yogurt eaters to be targeted for elimination and eating from the 
refrigerated section may be burning a hole in the ozone layer.  So, what are we likely going to do as a reverse last 
supper team?  Read the product labels (communicate the idea to passersby at the grocery store) purchase a small 
amount of the best yogurt we can get, write to the yogurt producers/container makers/advertisers… Enjoy a small 
dollop of yummy (makes your stomach feel good/bowel tightening) yogurt as a compliment for practically any 
delicious meal. 

Are we going to do drugs?  First, note the drugs are for sale at the drug store and the pharmaceutical 
companies made so much money selling drugs they bought the food company’s and now the food is drugged.  We’ll 
refrain from using pharmaceutical drugs as much as we’re able as their production is bad for the environment as is 
the excretion of pharmaceutical drugs from a person’s system into the environment but they do have their 
applications.   

The question really is: are you going to use drugs?  If you do are you able to perform when you do drugs?  
We’ll be making way, what about when/if you run out of whatever substance you’ve been using?  Are you able to 
continue performance?   

As I’ve been taking the notes I personally operate best with a single espresso, 2 or 3 small puffs of 
marijuana, 2 or 3 cigarettes and a shot of brandy spread out over a 24 hour period.  Able to perform with or without.  
As of this writing I’m doing without the brandy (because I don’t drink in summertime) not hardly smoking tobacco 
at all (I’m quitting hot turkey) haven’t smoked cannabis in months (“the snake” cut me off) I’ve got one shot of 
water damaged espresso in the boat and was thinking to go “clean” for a while just for fun/to see what happens.  
Remember I’m Jolley which in part is defined as “nearly intoxicated”.   

But if you do drugs whether its apples or oranges (yes by definition any substance that causes behavior 
change is a drug and we all behave differently on different substances {this may be why in part “Mar’s Co.” is in 



vain trying to get us to eat Pac-man pellets}) alcohol, cannabis, rue fees… whatever it is, can you handle it, with or 
without it?  You’re in your own boat, put what you want in it.  Be aware of Coast Guard regulations.  From my point 
of view if you got arrested with herbs, mushrooms, cocaine, opium or some natural plant derived substance I’d be 
willing to slow up the team a bit (likely circle about the area) put a word in for you in court, try to get you out.  If 
you got arrested for having pills or some cut up dope probably wouldn’t but if you performed would have a slot 
available for you when you got out.     

Of the things the dam fool humans swear by, one is not to swim in the water, “You’ll get sick”, “It’d 
probably kill you”.  They are wrong, they’re just trying to get you to seek a dam reservoir/drain the well dry shower, 
with sewerage and plenty of soap (fat & lye {fat lie}) destroying sabe in process.  We of the reverse last supper 
team, while able to enjoy the occasional dam shower, usually bathe/swim/get clean in the fresh water of the rivers 
and briny waters of the seas.  If a resultant infection occurs (most likely an infected pore) we’ll put a drop of Florida 
wildflower honey (they GMO’d the alfalfa which grows amoungst the clover, they don’t grow GMO’s in Florida) on 
the infection or any skin perforation to greatly lessen the chance of the infection forming/worsening.   

The thing I witness out here in the wet garden that would likely cause females to shun being out here is 
inappropriate attire.  For instance, most the females I see on the water do it between 10 AM and 4 PM (this is when 
we’ll likely be in the shade) wearing a bikini.  They come out on the water with their skin exposed and get burned.  
This inappropriate clothing creates a situation where if their adventure lasts longer than planned the mosquitoes and 
no see ums come out and eat them alive.  If it lasts into the night they’re freezing cold without the proper equipment.  
A treacherous fall out of the boat on to an oyster bar, dehydration… In the reverse last supper convoy we’ll all pretty 
much have the same basic equipment.  

                 Equipment List: 
Canoe, fiberglass repair kit, stand up paddle, short paddle, 
strong paddle, sailing rig, life jacket, whistle, light, 
communication device(s), lines, 2 trunks, 1 case, 2 five 
gallon buckets, 2 five gallon water containers, 10 one 
gallon to ½ gallon water containers, 10 inch cast iron 
skillet, 8 inch wok, cast iron fajita pan, soup pot, Ontario 
knife, sharpening stone, Chicago stop sign (any large flat 
piece of lightweight metal), light rain jacket and trousers, 
8’ x 6’ tarp, 2 dam fine suits white/natural, 1 Wallmart 
black suit, domino, vest, 2 ball caps, watch cap, beret, flip 
flops, boots, regular shoes (get your shoes a size big so 
you can wear 3 pairs of socks), 10 pairs dark wool socks, 
6 black poly spandex underwear, 4 black long underwear 
bottoms 2 upper, 3 button down collared cotton/poly 
shirts, 1 black poly or wool trousers, tie about the waist, 
several handkerchiefs, several hand modified fingertipless 
triple cuff cotton gloves, double cotton gloves, noseeum 



head net, cutting board, wine opener, multi-tool, ice pick, 
pencil box, pair of wire cutters, needle and thread, flat 90 
degree lever/beehive super knife, espresso/tea set… 

Remember through campaign donations we’re able to quickly move up to a large mega yacht but we’ve got 
to start somewhere, ideally from an unbeatable position and in the U.S.A. it’s a small boat with a lifejacket, 
flashlight and whistle.  This way if anybody tries to beat you or take control of your vessel, in a court of law its 
considered piracy punishable by death.  Likely to have the apostalettes carry multiple concealed or not concealed 
holstered 12 gauge flare pistols and nonbandilleros with plenty of additional ammunition.    

As you go about getting your act together in preparation to be a member of the reverse last supper team 
take note of all the characters who will likely attempt to dissuade you.  Probably only two to four out of a hundred 
will assist you, give you encouragement or a good word while many of the others, including those closest to you, 
will try and stop you.  Don’t let them talk you out of it.  Remember to go the way of “Jesus” (a reasonable conscious 
character) is to set yourself against (to gain for) your friends and family (Mathew 10:34-37, Luke 14:26, 27).  Why?  
Because they’re likely (97% of them) water control structure abortionists intent on leading you down the dam broad 
in no sense route like them.  The humans drag each other down, as members of The Reverse Last Supper Team we’ll 
be lifting them up.  Largely the timing of our presentation, the obvious conditions we are all witnessing and the 
massive communication potential present is what will make the solution come about this time.  
This is about a letter I wrote to Eve Glass who I last saw in West End (Bahamas) at the Junkaroo parade. 
Dear Eve, 
With an engagement in Flowrinse (Florence) Eve (A dam’s babe) the “G” lass is the most ideal 1st apostalette of the 
Reverse Last Supper Team in all the world.  Just think how the story would be… two kids out of Mission Hill… 
collected together the team to undam the rivers and saved the world from damnation.  You’re the best Florida 
cheerleader there ever was or ever will be.  Think about how fortunate you are and how it got to be that way.  Check 
out the idea the kid on Sunset came up with at http://infinityproject.wordpress.com   Having you be the additional 
lure (instead of just me) for the other 17 female apostles would get the highest quality professionals together the 
most rapidly for the best.   
There’s a lot of different scenarios leading up to the formation of the reverse last supper team, some of which I 
describe in the “Apostalette Handbook” but with Eve Glass as the initial apostalette and a small amount of nearly no 
risk investment on your part we could assemble the team, get an enormous amount of monetary support as campaign 
contributions, skip the fleet of canoes and step aboard a helicopter equipped mothership with paddle boards and a 
Zodiac in pursuit of the United States Presidency.  If you like Eve you could provide a small initial effort, get the 
team together and be the first apostalette to go on reserve and not hardly do anything except be the female who 
makes it all happen.   
For instance, you could agree to be the initial lure apostalette, send me a picture of yourself (perhaps with your 
husband and children) a resume and cover letter expressing interest in the river idea and I’ll post the information at 
my infinityproject site on wordpress.  Send me a few addresses for places I can write to concerning the pursuit of the 
presidency to gain command of the armed forces for undamming the rivers, answer a few phone calls/return some 
emails from potential apostalettes, be the Flowridea cheerleader that you are, through campaign donations get set up 
with a large salary and upon election to the presidency have you be the Secretary of the Interior.  This is the best 
option you’ve got to continuing down the dam broad in no sense route yourself and handing over a dam shiddy scam 
complete with killer ass GMO feed and a looming barbecoo to your children.   
The first thing I’d do if I were you is present the idea to your spouse and children, they might like it and be very 
supportive.  The only characters you and I both know that agreed with this idea were Atlantic High valedictorian 
Anthony Michael “Jesus” Davanzo and Riviera Police Major Leonard B. Mitchell, everybody else pretends they 
don’t get it.  Thank you for the consideration of this most important idea Eve, 
                                     John Lawrence Kanazawa Jolley 

                                                                                          ~ 

p.s. Let’s witness a West End junkaroo parade (par aid for a disorientating (cheesy) end/junk a rue) together for real.  
I’d of course recommend you do your own research leading up to the decision of getting together with 

others to solve the foundation of our problems with the correct solution.  Yet here’s the likely problem you’ll 
encounter: go ahead and google “undamming the rivers” for instance and you discover most of the information 
presented is misleading.  Mostly trying to get you into joining with others seemingly to keep the last of the rivers 
from being dammed.  Why not just undam the existing dammed rivers and not dam the remaining free flowing 



rivers?  Other groups may lead you into trying to undam a specific river or the lower four on the Snake (you’ve 
really got to get this bad joke) but with approximately 7 billion dams on the rivers worldwide this amounts to 
stalling.  As far as I’ve been able to research in this entire universe my infinityproject site is the only presentation of 
an idea that actually will work.  Go ahead and check for yourself, google “undamming all of the world’s rivers” or 
something likewise and I’m all that comes up.  Amidst approximately 7 billion dam fools I’m the only one on the 
planet who typed the solution to our problems into the computer and saved it.      

Also with the groups that promote undamming a particular river most want to build an additional temporary 
dam to facilitate the existing dam removal and they want to remove the dam, literally move the concrete and rocks to 
somewhere else and even transport the mud that’s accumulated in the reservoir to a pristine valley nearby (or far 
away) destroying the ecology at another site in process.  Know that the rock stacking and moving around of the dam 
building material is a large part of the problem as the energy it takes to do it is what’s causing global warming, 
ocean acidification due to CO absorption in the ocean, acid rain… caused by the burning of fossil fuel largely to 
move rocks (the rock stackers that made money stacking up the rocks on the river are in control of things and 
decided to make money unstacking the rocks).  Why not just punch a hole in the dams worldwide by the most 
efficient means possible, make money doing it and go about a way of life that works?  This is not an option 
presented by the care actors who’ve gotten together in groups to obviously steer you away from the best way to 
solve the dam problem.  Most will tell you in their literature that undamming the world’s rivers is not possible, all 
kind of misleading stuff, so beware.     

This could be the best part for you as an individual, know we’re fishing for “Rockafellahs”, likely a son or 
grandson who inherited a bunch of dam shiddy money but isn’t a dam fool himself, he’s just loaded and intelligent 
enough to see the best opportunity for his soul’s quarter and/or to appear as the sharpest of skin suits, to join with a 
very intelligent skillful knowledgeable apostalette, “save the world” (initiate dam fluidification) make a bunch of 
money in collective productive structures and be part of the most enjoyable time of the millennium.  We’ll counter 
his potential marriage proposal with a prenuptial to undam the largest watershed he’s able with enough money 
remaining to finance the celestial city initiation.  A great place for you to live.  Yeah, yeah so I’m pimping out some 
ho’s but on a planet of pimp’s and ho’s, at least we’re selling ourselves for the correct reason. 

As I see it the best visual presentation that we could make would be to appear as if we were a “band of 
rebels” from “Star Wars” or “the team” from “The Matrix” as this is the idea that would probably sell the best to the 
people.  It’s what they want or what they think would work considering the problem.  So we’ll do it, just realize 
we’re the Empire and we’re the empourhers.  Also, in case you haven’t figured it: I wrote this piece primarily to the 
machine/computer/vessel/organism imploring it to assist me and I expect that it would, so if we did appear as the 
team from “The Matrix”, realize the wire wearing characters would be stacked on the team and the architect would 
likely be a member (it wouldn’t want to miss out on experiencing the most enjoyable time ever live in person).  It 
would be best to include more characters from here but from what I’ve seen its unlikely I’ll get a single (sin gle) 
human (perhaps some people though) to assist me (most haven’t taken the notes and don’t realize we’re dammed) 
but if it takes me 19 e.t.’s to get started we’ll fish for reasonable people to form an additional team at which point 
we’d shuffle the teams.  The other best visual presentation is the one the Arts and Drama Department of University 
of Havana showed me: dirty white tattered clothes with yellow flowers.  We’ll have many visual presentations sure 
to include the black underwear (lifeguard) swim team (we’ll have fun with it). 

To wrap up this idea and really sell it think how enjoyable it is to rise with the sun in the morning tucked 
away in a protected calm area surrounded by calm water, plants, birds and fish instead stuck in a noisy stank town.  
Enjoying delicious meals expertly prepared instead of spending all your money paying for the dam bills with just 
enough left over to eat some horrible food fried in GMO oil that’ll kill your ass like they are practically everywhere 
in dam town.  Think how much fun it’ll be to come into town and “take over”, we’ll be the opposite of rock stars. 

If you’ve ever thought about teaming up with “Jesus” (as written in the Bible the return of “Jesus”, the 
person who appears when it’s an abomination of desolation to save the world) and solving the problems we face you 
know you would have to in large part be “Jesus” in heart and mind, body and soul.  When you realize the foundation 
of the problems on this planet are the dams on the rivers, the diseased sheds with flush toilets, the good food lost 
primarily as a result of the installation and maintenance of the faulty water control structure scam and the good 
foods replacement with the sickening GMO feed grown at the dam and ditch sites, when you get it and the solution 
of a free flowing river system, collective productive structures, fruit and nut trees, when you’re forcing forward this 
particular solution to this particular problem you are “Jesus”.   

So, you don’t question if I’m “Jesus”.  The question is when are you going to be.  If not your “life” is a lie.  
As we present it to the people, I’ll be “Jesus” when they’ve mandated me to command the armed forces to undam 
the rives, when we do, we will all be “Jesus”.  In Cuba they eliminated the Bible from the island, so I don’t even 
mention it or “Jesus”, I just appear as Camilo, Zorro, Peter Pan… and see if you get the picture.  When you come 



about to reality, take advantage of your best opportunity, be a member of the reverse last supper team in pursuit of 
the presidency, gain command of the U.S. armed forces, undam the planet’s rivers.  Thus, we’re seeking 18 
apostalettes and another mailman for reverse last supper presentation. 

How are we going to get the 18 Cuban females and 1 Cuban male to the United States?  Most likely 
through visa assistance with both nations (and perhaps other nations) governments.  As I see it, initially the best 
thing do is have the interested in the idea females write a letter for delivery by the Cuban Postal Service with their 
name, address and picture included to the Cuban governments top two or three leaders asking for assistance with the 
enterprise specifically siting the big sign on the Malecon (let’s attack the imperialistas) as if we got the picture, 
we’re ready to do the thing the Cuban government recommends.  

When we get the team to America what are we going to do?  The best/easiest thing to do is start where I’m 
from, South Florida, Boynton/Delray.  Likely to initially house you at my friend, Michael John Abbruzzie’s house 
and feed you dinner/outfit the convoy’s canoes at my parents, James Wence and Betty Jean Jolley’s house.  Locate 
canoes for sale on the internet and have my sister, J.C. (Jenny Lynn Craige) and brother in law James pick up and 
deliver the canoes.  Quickly convert the canoes for live aboard (this is easy to do, just replace stern seat with a board 
that can be slept on, install a mast and sail, get a few containers to keep your stuff dry, add personal floatation 
device, whistle and a light and it’s legal.  Start getting the boats, apostalettes and other male in the water as soon as 
we get 4 or 5 boats ready.  Initially the team will be in the backyards (not literally with their feet on the ground but 
in boats just behind the homes) of the richest per capita town in the world, Manalapan, the perfect spot to launch our 
attack.  Remember our bombs and guns are, not to be rude or crass but… your tits and asses (for the humans in 
general and Americans in particular are dame sucker fools).  Public restrooms on either side of the Intracoastal 
Waterway, tie up canoes at “Prime Catch” walk across US 1 to Sunshine Square grocery store.   

What is likely to be the most effective way to get the signatures and money?  Once again, the apostalettes 
will be the ones to determine this.  Likely, from the notes I’ve taken the most effective technique will be for us to 
enjoy ourselves swimming, eating mostly fruit, nuts and seafood, writing letters for delivery with the United States 
Postal Service, relaxing and generally having an enjoyable time in boats on the water.  Not making Hitleresque 
speeches, not trying to convince the Americans of anything, almost as if what we were doing was a secrete (this 
stimulates great interest) nonchalantly slide the information required to collect the signatures and accept the 
champagne contributions to/from those who inquire.  Real low key, understated, as if we were intending on keeping 
the idea hidden, put on a good (the best ever) show.  Make way into the presidency and save the world. 

While the humans in general hide the dam problem yet shout it at the top of their lungs and seemingly 
present no river solution they do artfully tell one how to solve the problem exactly.  It’s the first tune (a song, to 
make correct, to repair) they teach when you get on the river in a manuel (Emanuel = “Jesus”) vessel (convieance, 
convienence, conveyance, means of convoy, way to convey): Row, row, row the boat gently down the stream.  
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily life is but a dream.  English is the best language on this planet but the other 
languages have merits likewise.  By combining Spanish and English the solution is made evident: Roe (females), 
row (get in a manuel vessel), roll (to take advantage of, take them for everything) el Bar Co. (The Dam Company, 
the sick dam fools)… Let’s roll ‘em. 

 

Thank you, 
   

 

 

     John Lawrence (seeking to be Gutierrez) Kanazawa Jolley                                                           
live board sailboat “MARGARET Y NANCY DE” Reviere, FLowridea  

         (graceful pearl, my two grandmothers, GRANMA II) 
                515 Sunset Road, Boynton Beach, FL 33435 

                                                                (561) 891-9634 

ronjikato@gmail.com 

http://infinityproject.wordpress.com 
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How slick are these postage stamps for 
potential apostalettes (female apostles)!  
Know this is a deliberate set up “paving 
the way” (a level way to the river) for 
females to participate in undamming the 
world’s rivers as apostalettes.  To get it 
realize the idea I present of 12 
apostalettes, 6 in reserve and another 
man joining with me in a Reverse Last 
Supper Presentation is so obviously all 
of life’s best opportunity for undamming 
the rivers to initiate going about doing 
things in the correct way.  If you can’t 
see that it’s because you deliberately 
blinded yourself.  With the 1 cent (uno 
cents, you know sense) Tiffany (God 
show, or to make a show for good) Lamp 
stamp realize we’ve got to enlighten the 
females.  These even come in a 20 cent 
(vente sense) plate.  This is not a 
coincidence, it coincides with the overall 
undam the planet theme of the USPS 
postage stamps concurrent with the 
delivery of the idea I represent. 

The yellow (dam) eagle (Aguila/to 
kill ya) timepiece is 10 cents (10 is 
the number that most signifies a 
dam, see the dam signified by the 
straight line {1}, with a reservoir 
backed up behind it {0}) dams’ll 
kill ya sense.  The timepiece reads 
8:22 and considering the 
practically entirely dam and ditch 
agriculture “produced” GMO food 
will kill your ass, 8:22 translates 
into ate 22 (vent dos or to vent the 
shit).  The dam fools are being 
eliminated with the dam and ditch 
GMO food.  To really get the idea 
read Heller’s “Catch 22” a novel 
set in a war with the wrong target 
amidst a food “conspiracy” with a 
care acter (Milo Minderbinder) 
playing both sides of the fence.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

22 cents (vente dos) to 
vent the shit.  Ice cold 
waterfowl.  A pair of ice 
cold salt waterfowl.  To 
assault waterfowl is ice 
cold.  To assault water 
foul. 
 

71 cents (lucky one sense) The additional ounce 
stamp is a yellow swallow tail or yellow swallow 
tale (force feeding them the dam solution).  With a 
GMO Roundup Ready™ Ignite™ barbecoo (bar is a 
synonym for dam, coo like coup e.t. ta da, as in if 
you try to dam life you’ll be cooed) serving them up 
as they serve up just like its written in the bible, 
forcing the dam fools to be product, making way for 
more thoughtful, reasonable, proactive characters to 
undam the rivers while those ground up into sausage 
will have their souls get into heaven for doing at 
least one productive thing one time.  It’s cold but it 
works.  I told ya I’d show up just in time to save ya!  
This forcing of the people (mostly dam fools) in the 
correct way by barbecooing the worst of them works 
best simultaneously leading them in the correct way 
with a reverse last supper presentation.  
 

49 cents (for t new way vie 
sense), yellow/heilo in 
Latin is frozen locked up 
water, ice, dammed.  The 
latent/Latin meaning of 
two yellow flowers is to 
undam the rivers. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I liked this postcard stamp so much I created a postcard to go 
with it.  I’m excited by the idea of punching a hole in dams. 
  

This bonsai stamp went with the title of my newsletter 
“!Banzai, Bonsai, Bond’s Eye!” (emergency message, attack 
“suicide” style if necessary, plants growing in stressful 
conditions, adhere your eye to this idea or trust me I’m working 
for her majesty’s secret service and I investigated the thing.)  
Know that Bonsai means plants growing in stressful conditions 
and the most likely cause of the stressful plant growing 
conditions is poor drainage (dammed water flow).   In common 
practice this is taken care of by trimming a 1/3 of the roots 
(rue), the lower part of the roots specifically, to restore 
drainage.  How this works in the largest of sense is we may 
have to excise the lower rueful 1/3 (the worst of the dam fools, 
converted to sausage and made productive) in order to undam 
the rivers. 

With this former postcard 
it’s a yellow Cervidae 
(dammed serve it die) 
running in the (ruining the 
or with the run of the) river.  
Also, note the solution of a 
natural food source, deer 
(serve it day) a river and 
edible natural plants (Typha) 
is presented. 

I liked this postcard stamp so much I created a postcard to go 
with it.  I’m excited by the idea of punching a hole in dams. 
 



These postage stamps from Cuba/Japan about the time I visited Cuba in March 2006/April, May 
2015 and Japan in May 2003/2004, March 2006 and April/May 2015 reveal that the postage 
stamp phenomenon is surfacewide and theme is concurrent with the stamps of the USA.  

                                              July (jew lie)                                                       OGM,GMO     

    
Febuary 2015 (fee be you wary, vente keen say) 

   

   

    

 



   

        Febuary 2002                   Married to Misa 

              ice breaker                         March 2006               May 2015 (the time I made the call for the barbecoo of the dam fools) Cornus floridana exchage for Prunus                 Kanazawa Castle   

    

  
 



 

 

 

 

How did the postage stamps get 
to be this way?  Starting ten 
years ago with stamps of Star 
Wars and super heroes I would 
write letters and affix a “Wizard 
of Oz” sticker on the back of 
the envelopes.  After writing ten 
thousand letters I visited the 
USPS main office in D.C. and a 
man who looked like the 
Wizard of Oz came outside the 
building and talked to me.  
Motioning over his shoulder 
with his thumb towards the 
building he said, “It’s like the 
Wizard of Oz in here!” 

 



 


